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IN T RODUCT ION

After an experiment gone terribly wrong, the star that provides your light, heat, and energy has 
become unstable.  Most of your dwindling civilization has relocated to colonies on faraway worlds 
deep in space.  These new homes are in desperate need of energy to survive.  Some of you have 
stayed behind on a suicide mission to harvest energy from your old, dying star.  Because you have 
perfected micro-wormhole technology, you can tunnel that energy back to your own people—nothing,
however, will be able to save you once the star goes supernova.  You will send your fleet of four 
spaceships on a suicide mission to harvest as much energy as possible from the star’s final hours, 
sending it through a wormhole as a lifeline to your civilization.  As the star dies, it becomes more 
dangerous, but also releases more energy.  Will your sacrifice be enough?

2-5 players compete to collect the most precious energy bursts emitted by the dying star.

SE TUP

Separate and shuffle the three decks of Star cards: red, yellow, and
white.  The number of cards in each deck that you will use in the game
is determined by the number of players:

# of Players Red Cards Yellow Cards White Cards

2 3 7 4

3 3 5 4

4 3 4 4

Draw as many cards as indicated and place the unused ones back in the
box.  Now place the Star cards in a face-down draw pile with the red
cards at the bottom, the yellow cards on top of them, and the white
cards on the very top.

Determine which player will go first.  Give the yellow First Player disc to them.

Place all ships on the board (4 per player), alternating between all available players/colors.  The first 
ship (belonging to the player with the First Player disc) goes on the outermost space (the long curved
space), a ship belonging to the
player on the left goes one space
in front of it, etc.  Alternate one
ship per color until all ships have
been placed.  Note that in 
Supernova, all ships must always
be pointed forward—that is, they
should be traveling in the
direction that leads them the
center.
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Give each player the Player Board that matches their ships’ color and 2 clear energy bursts (cubes) 
to place on it in the “Energy Storage” section.

GAMEPLAY  OVERVIEW

The goal of the game is to guide your four ships toward the center of the board, where they will orbit 
the dying star at the distances you choose.  The closer you get, the better chance you will have to be 
the first to collect the valuable energy bursts it emits, but the more precarious your position will be.  
Because the star’s fluctuating gravity is always drawing your ships closer, you will also need to 
continually boost your orbits in order to avoid burning up.  You’ll need to maneuver your ships into 
optimal formations to block and relocate your opponents, protect yourself from them and from 
dangerous energy bursts, and to collect
them for yourself.  The player who ends the
game with the most Victory Points, in the
form of yellow and red energy bursts, wins
the game.

After every round of ship movement, the
Star takes an action, determined by the
active Star card.  On every turn all energy
bursts on the board will move, and new
bursts will be emitted.  While ships move
along the spiral in an inward direction
(toward the star), energy bursts move in the
opposite, outward, direction (toward the
edges of the board).

The key to the game’s mechanics are these
energy bursts.  There are three types, and
each has different effects depending on
whether a ship lands on it or whether it
lands on a ship.  Once you learn these
different effects (which are indicated on
each Player Board) and how to maneuver
your ships effectively, you’ll be able to exploit these features to your maximal advantage.  These are 
the three types of energy bursts:

Clear:  These are the most common.  They pass through ships without incident, but destroy 
unshielded ships if they land on them.  If you form a Collector Fulcrum formation with 3 or 
more ships, you will collect these when they pass through or land on you.  They can then be 
spent for extra movement or special actions.  You can also “surf” a clear cube by ending a 
ship’s movement on it, receiving extra movement for subsequent ships on the same turn.

Yellow:  These bursts cannot be moved onto by ships without destroying the ship.  However, 
when one lands on or passes through a space occupied by a ship, the ship collects it.  These 
can be spent for powerful effects, or can be kept, as they count toward your total Victory 
Points.
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Red:  A red energy burst can be collected only by having one ship adjacent to it, but in a 
different orbit, and moving a second ship onto the burst during your turn.  If one of these lands
on or passes through a ship, the ship is destroyed.  These are the most valuable treasures in 
Supernova, but also the most deadly threat!

PLAYER TURN PHASES

Each round of the game involves each player taking a turn (beginning with the player who possesses 
the First Player disc) and then a Star Action, to be performed by the most experienced player.  The 
First Player disc will then shift to the left; thus every round involves a different first and last player.  

Your turn consists of 3 phases:

I.  Choose a Power Profile and announce it out loud.
II.  Move each of your ships, from the center outward, choosing which ships to power.
III.  Perform special actions.

PHASE I :  DECLARE POWER PROFILE

Because your four ships are linked in a network of energy, you can choose how to distribute that 
available energy on each turn.  This is your Power Profile.  Kinetic energy in Supernova is measured 
in units called Boost Points (BPs).  There are four Power Profiles, each of which allows you to power 
a certain number of ships and allocates a certain number of BPs to each:

Power 3 ships, each with 3 Boost Points; or power 2 ships, each with 4 Boost Points; or power 
1 ship with 6 Boost Points; or power no ships and store your energy in the form of a clear cube
added to your Energy Supply.

At the beginning of each turn you choose your profile and announce it to the other players.  Note that 
on every turn all of your ships will move forward based upon gravity; which profile you choose will 
determine how many of those ships are “powered,” or under your direct control.

Tip: In general, the 2 ship profile is the most efficient, as it equips your ships with enough BPs to 
perform one orbit boost each, and orbit boosts are the most efficient means of covering large 
distances.  However, there are times that you don’t need to perform an orbit boost, or need to move 3 
ships, or will pick up extra BPs by landing on a clear cube, and thus will be able to perform orbit 
boosts anyway, or need to allocate everything to a single ship in order to swoop in and claim an 
important energy burst.  Choosing to power 0 ships is rare, but in this case, if you just let your ships 
drift according to gravity, you will gain a clear cube to use later.  A great deal of the game’s tactics 
boil down to choosing the best Power Profile for each turn.

Once you begin to move your first ship, you may not change your Power Profile.
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PHASE I I :  SHIP  MOVEMEN T

After you have announced your Power Profile, move all of your ships, one at a time, starting with the 
ship closest to the center of the board and working your way
outward.

Each ship moves toward the center by the number of spaces
equal to the Gravity Number shown at the top of the current Star
Card (as seen in the image to the right).

As you perform this gravity movement, declare whether or not
you are choosing this particular ship as one of your powered
ships.  The number of ships you can power was determined by
the Power Profile you chose previously.

If you are not powering your ship, simply move it forward (toward the star) the number of spaces 
equal to the current star card’s Gravity Number.  Then move on to the next ship.

For any ship you choose to power on this turn, you can choose to
use BP movement or gravity movement first.  You must, however,
use all BPs you are allocating to the ship or all gravity movement
first, then the other type of movement; you cannot for example move
some gravity spaces, then some BP spaces, then the rest of your
gravity spaces.  You must move your full gravity spaces and then
expend BPs, or move with your BPs and then expend your full
gravity spaces.

During powered movement (when expending BPs) you may move
forward (1 space per BP) or backwards (1 space per BP).  You may
also perform an orbit boost (4 BPs).  An orbit boost consists of
moving your ship to an orbit adjacent space (one orbit higher or
lower).  You may not, however, orbit boost into/through a blockade
(see below), even if you could continue moving to a safe space.

You have to move all spaces indicated by gravity, but you don’t have
to expend all of your ship’s BPs.

You may temporarily fly “into the star” while moving a single ship, as long as it doesn’t end its 
movement in the star (that destroys it).  For example, if gravity would take you 3 “spaces” into the 
star, but you plan to then move backwards 4 spaces via BP, it’s okay to go ahead and count the 
gravity spaces, keeping track of how many spaces “into” the star gravity would take you, then count 
those back out as BPs for your powered movement.

SPENDING ENERGY CUBES FOR BONUS BOOST  POIN TS

You may, at any time during movement, spend one or more of your collected clear or yellow energy 
cubes, including ones you collected on this turn, for extra Boost Points.  As indicated on your Player 
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Board, spending one clear cube gives you 3 extra BPs to spend on this turn.  Spending a yellow cube 
gives you 4 extra BPs.

                                           + 3 BP + 4 BP

These extra BPs can be allocated between your powered ships however you wish, but cannot 
increase the number of ships you can power.  (For example, if you chose the 2 Power Profile, you 
must use any bonus BPs earned by spending a cube on one or both of those two ships.)

BPs earned through spending energy cubes cannot be banked for future turns.  If you can’t or don’t 
wish to use all of them, they are gone.

MOVING T HROUGH AND LANDING ON OBJECTS

You may move through ships and energy bursts without penalty.  Events occur whenever you land on 
one of these objects.

“Landing on” means that your ship occupies the same space as that object once you’ve expended all 
of your movement for that particular ship, including gravity movement, allocated BPs (if any), and 
bonus BPs (if any).  In other words, “landing on” means that a ship definitively ends its movement on 
a space occupied by an object.

LANDING ON ENERGY  CUBES

Clear:  If you land on a clear cube (“surfing”), slide your ship either forward to the next 
empty space or backward to the next empty space and gain 4 bonus Boost Points to add to 
your total for this turn.  You may not further boost the current ship, as its movement is 
finished.  Nor can you increase the number of ships you will power on this turn (based on 
your Power Profile).  However, these extra BPs can be expended on any remaining powered 
ships, if any.  If you've already moved your full number of powered ships, you do not gain any
bonus BPs for surfing.

Yellow:  If you land on a yellow cube, your ship is destroyed, but you do collect the cube.  
This can be particularly effective toward the end of the game, when you do not have enough 
ships left, or are not in an advantageous position, to collect the final red cubes.

Red:  You may land on a red cube if you have another ship adjacent to it in a different orbit 
ring.  In this case, you collect it.  Otherwise, your ship is destroyed.

LANDING ON SHIPS

If you land on another ship, either your own or an opponent's, slide either forward to the 
next empty space or backward to the next empty space (your choice).  However, you may 
never slide through a ship in a blockade formation.  If you are forced to do so, your ship is 
destroyed.
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You may never land on any opponent’s ship that is part of a Blockade formation.  If you are 
forced to do so, your ship is destroyed.

LANDING ON T HE STAR

If you are compelled to land on/in the star, your ship is destroyed.

CIRCULARI T Y  RULE

No single ship may, by any means of movement, end up in the same space in which it started your 
turn.  You may not perform a movement that would result in this happening.  If forced to, your ship’s 
engine burns up and is considered destroyed.

Note:  You may, however, move one ship, and then move a different ship into the space originally 
occupied by the first.  Theoretically, your ships could trade positions in a cosmic game of musical 
chairs, just as long as no single ship ends up where it started the turn.

SPECIAL SHIP  FORMAT IONS

Blockade:  Two or more ships in a line (one in front of the
other) form a Blockade.  No ship may land on, slide through,
or laser blast an opponent’s ship that is part of a Blockade.  

The lead ship of a Blockade may also fire laser blasts (see
Special Actions below).

Shield:  Two or more ships adjacent to each other, where at
least two of them occupy different orbit rings, form a Shield.

This protects all ships in the formation from being destroyed by a
clear energy cube.  A clear cube that lands on one of these ships
slides on until it reaches the next empty space.  Shielded ships
also cannot be hit by a laser blast.

Collector Fulcrum:  Any formation of three or more
ships that are adjacent to each other and which occupy
three different orbit rings act not only as a Shield but
also as a Collector Fulcrum.  It doesn’t matter which
ships are “ahead” or “behind” the others in the formation
as long as they form a line where each is orbit adjacent
to its neighbor(s).
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Clear cubes that pass through or land on any ship in a Collector Fulcrum are immediately 
collected by that player.

PHASE I I I :  SPECIAL  ACT IONS

After you have moved all of your ships, you may spend collected energy cubes to perform special 
actions if you are eligible to do so.  You may perform multiple special actions if you wish.

ORBI T  BUMP

If one of your ships is orbit adjacent to another ship or cube you
can bump it into a larger or smaller orbit (pushing it away from
your ship) for the cost of 1 clear cube from your Energy Supply.

You may never orbit bump an object that would cause the
immediate destruction of a ship.  You may, however, orbit bump an
object into a position that is likely to cause such destruction in the
future.

When there is a choice between available spaces orbit adjacent to
the object you are bumping, and thus multiple possible
destinations, you (the player performing the action) may choose between the possible destinations.

You can’t orbit bump an object into a space that would require two incompatible objects to occupy the 
same space (there are no slides after an orbit bump). Thus you can’t bump a ship into a cube, and if 
you bump a cube into a ship, the ship must be able to collect that cube as if the cube were moving 
during the Star Action (i.e., it is a yellow cube or a clear cube being bumped into a Collector Fulcrum).

You can’t bump an opponent’s ship that is part of a shield formation; it is protected.

You may orbit bump one of your own ships if you wish.  This is a way to gain more control over an 
unpowered ship or achieve extra movement at the end of your turn.

Orbit Bumping from the innermost orbit

Special rules govern orbit bumping an object that occupies one of 
the 8 spaces in the innermost orbit (directly adjacent to the star).  
First, you may never orbit bump something into the star.  Second, in 
order to orbit bump something that occupies one of these spaces to 
a higher orbit, you need only be linearly adjacent (directly in front or 
behind) it, rather than orbit adjacent as in all other cases.
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LASER BLAST

If you have two or more ships in a Blockade formation,
you may expend 2 clear or 1 yellow energy cube to fire a
laser blast at a ship that is immediately in front of your
formation (i.e., one space in front of the lead ship in your
blockade formation).  This has the effect of sliding the
targeted ship forward to the next available space (i.e.,
empty space or cube).  Then resolve that action as if that
ship had landed there.  However, since a ship may not slide through a blockade, laser blasting 
someone into or through a blockade will destroy them even before they reach their final space.

You may never laser blast a ship that is in a shield or blockade formation.

SHIP REVI VE

In this phase of your turn you may choose to spend 2 yellow energy cubes to regain one lost ship.  
Place it on the outermost, elongated space on the board.  If that space is occupied, place it on the 
first unoccupied space after it.  You may never gain more than your original 4 ships.

STAR ACT ION

Two Star cards are face-up on each round.  The rightmost card displays the active Gravity number for
the round, and indicates the energy burst(s) that will be released by the star at the end of the round.  
The card to the left of the active card will become the active card on the next round.

Once all players have played in a round, resolve the Star Action displayed on the right-most card.
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STAR ACT ION I :  ENERGY BURST  MOVEMEN T

Starting with the energy cube farthest from the star, move each cube on the board along its orbit ring
(away from the star) the number of spaces indicated by the large black number on the active card.  If 
a cube reaches the outer edge of the board and moves “off” of it, remove it from the game.  

Once you have moved all existing cubes, release the first cube depicted on the card, moving it onto 
the board the same number of spaces you moved all others, with the first space being the one 
adjacent to the star.  After you have released the first cube, move any additional cubes depicted on 
the card along the same path, but only the number of spaces indicated by their individual numbers.

As you move all of the cubes, resolve any collisions:

Clear:  These move freely through ships.  If a clear cube lands on a ship that is shielded (that 
is, part of a Shield formation), the cube is advanced to the next unoccupied space after that 
formation.  If one lands on an unshielded ship, the owner of that ship may spend one yellow 
energy cube in their Energy Supply for a temporary shield to deflect it to the next empty 
space.  If that player cannot or does not wish to expend an energy cube, the ship is destroyed. 
There is no penalty when a clear cube moves through a ship, only when it lands on one.

Yellow:  When one of these moves through or lands on a ship, it is immediately collected by 
that ship and moved to that player’s Energy Supply.

Red:  A red cube destroys any ship it passes through or lands on.

STAR ACT ION I I :  CARD SHIF T ING

After all cubes have been moved during a Star Action, move the Next card to the Current slot 
(covering the most recent card), draw the top card from the Draw pile and add it to the Next slot.

The player holding the First Player disc now passes it clockwise to the next player.  Another round 
may now begin, with a new active star card.
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SUPERNOVA ONSE T

The three red star cards represent the onset of a supernova event.  The proliferation of red cubes 
they release offers a brief moment of high scoring potential before it all ends in fiery doom.  Once the
3rd and final red card round has been played (ending with the Star Action), the star explodes and 
everyone dies. (Note: This means that it is not possible to collect the red energy cubes depicted on 
the final card.) This was a suicide mission, after all!

END OF GAME

Once all ships on the board have been destroyed (either before or during the final supernova event), 
the game is over.  Count up the number of red and yellow cubes on your Energy Card.  Each yellow 
cube = 1 Victory Point.  Each red cube = 3 Victory Points.  The player with the most Victory Points wins!

                                   = 1 Victory Point                       = 3 Victory Points

ADDING SPECIAL ROLES

Beyond the standard role of Harvester, there are two special roles can be added to any game of a 
sufficient number of players (at least 3 for Suncatcher, at least 4 for Pirate).  Special roles can be 
added for any of the following effects:

Simplified Options:  Both special roles involve fewer potential actions and strategies than the 
Harvester role.  Thus while they should only be played once a player has grasped the basic game, 
they are useful for players who are less strategic, less mathematical, or prone to analysis paralysis. 
Suncatcher’s movements and formations are limited, and playing this role requires fewer 
calculations regarding the future positions of cubes on the board, given that those cubes pose no 
danger to Suncatcher ships.  The Pirate role eliminates all multi-ship movement and formation 
options, but adds new special actions.  This single ship is in even more danger than usual, so 
mathematical projection remains important; however, Pirate turns are resolved very quickly because 
they mostly involve choosing targets wisely and then carrying out that thievery.  Each role is suited to
different player temperaments, but both special roles speed up large player count games.

Spice up gameplay:  The addition of special roles to a game of Supernova will change the dynamic
and provide unique challenges for all players: new threats to counter, new, asymmetric strategies, 
and more uncertainty about how any given round will play out.  Thus special roles are an effective 
tool to shake up the game if players become too complacent, calculating, or masterful.

Increase the player count:  Either or both special roles can be added to increase the maximum 
player count to 5.  4 player games will also play faster when they incorporate a special role.
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SPECIAL ROLE :  SUNCATCHER

The Suncatcher is a special class of ship, engineered for missions even more dangerous than the 
usual supernova harvesting.  While ordinary ships can share energy between a group as large as 
four, Suncatchers can only be operated in pairs.  They possess extraordinary heat shields that render
them almost indestructible by solar emissions, but they can only maintain these shields when their 
matched pair is in perfect balance.  Only the most daring pilots become Suncatchers!

SE TUP

A player who chooses to take on the Suncatcher role receives only two yellow ships at the beginning 
of the game, deploying them as usual (though the other players will continue to deploy ships once the
Suncatcher player has run out, and thus the Suncatcher will start somewhat “behind” the other 
players).  

SPECIAL RULE:  POWER PROFILE  BALANCE

The Suncatcher player must choose to power either both ships or
neither on any given turn.  Thus only two Power Profiles are available
to the Suncatcher.

SPECIAL RULE:  MOVEMEN T SYMME T RY

The Suncatcher player must, on each one of their turns, move their
two ships the same number of spaces forward or backward.  Orbit
boosts count as one space forward.  The two ships may perform
different movements, but the number of powered spaces moved
forward and/or backward must be identical.  Powered movement into
the star counts as a single forward space; the subsequent slide to a
numbered space (see below) does not count toward the total spaces
moved; nor do other slides.

For example, if Ship #1 moves forward one space, then boosts an
orbit and moves backwards one additional linear space (for a grand
total of 2 spaces forward and 1 space backward), then Ship #2 must
also move backward 1 space and forward 2 spaces, though these
movements could cancel each other out, and could involve a different order of execution or type of 
movement (orbit boost vs. linear).  Remember that any ship may forfeit some of its available Boost 
Points.  In practice, one of the Suncatcher ships often limits the other on a given turn.

SPECIAL RULE:  MAIN TAIN YOUR DISTANCE

The two Suncatcher ships must always maintain a
minimum of either one linear space or one orbit between
them, or their energy shields will collapse.  Thus either of
the ships can end its movement orbit-adjacent to the
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other, but not linear-adjacent.  In this diagram, a second Suncatcher ship could occupy any of the 
spaces indicated by a white ship.

In practice, this means that Suncatcher ships may never enter into a blockade formation, nor fire a 
laser blast.

SPECIAL RULE:  SUPER SHIELDS

Suncatcher ships can not be destroyed by energy bursts.  Any clear or red cube that lands on a 
Suncatcher simply slides to the next empty space.  Red cubes may pass right through a Suncatcher 
without causing damage.  If a Suncatcher ship lands on a yellow cube, it merely slides you forward or
backward (your choice) to the next available space; the yellow cube is not collected.  The rules for 
collecting red cubes is the same as normal: a Suncatcher may not land on a red cube unless its other
ship is orbit adjacent to it.

SPECIAL RULE:  SOLAR SURF ING

A Suncatcher ship that lands inside the star can slide to any of the spaces adjacent to it (#1-8), 
provided that the space is unoccupied and legal.

SPECIAL RULE:  DUAL DESTRUCT ION

A Suncatcher ship may still be destroyed if it is compelled to land on a blockade, or compelled to 
break the Maintain Your Distance rule.  In this case, both ships are destroyed simultaneously.

SPECIAL RULE:  DUAL REVI VE

As a single Ships Revive action, both Suncatcher ships are revived simultaneously.  Place one on the 
outermost space, and one on the next available space.

SPECIAL ROLE :  PIRAT E

The Pirate is a solo rogue who travels the galaxy, preying on supernova harvesters instead of 
collecting that dangerous energy directly.

A game of Supernova should only include a Pirate player in a 4 or 5 player game.  The Pirate role will 
upset the balance in a 2 or 3 player game.

Because the Pirate travels alone, the Pirate player has only one ship to maneuver.  However, that 
ship possesses special abilities available to no one else in the game.

SE TUP

The Pirate player uses the single vibrant purple ship.  Note that when the Pirate role is used, no 
standard player should use the standard (pastel) purple ships.  The Pirate player places their ship 
normally, but will have no further ships to place after the first one, effectively starting behind the 
other players.
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SPECIAL RULE:  LASER BLASTS

The Pirate ship may fire a laser blast as a Special Action on any turn; two ships in a blockade 
formation are not required.  A laser blast costs only one cube (clear or yellow) for the Pirate.  Thus 
the Pirate may play far more aggressively.

SPECIAL RULE:   CLEAR ENERGY SURF ING

Unlike all other players, when the Pirate lands on a clear cube, the Pirate player may choose to 
expend the bonus Boost Points to move the same ship a second time.  Thus in some circumstances 
the Pirate ship is capable of faster movement than any other ship in the game.

SPECIAL RULE:  NO CUBE COLLECT ION

The Pirate may not collect any cubes from the gameboard at any time.  A situation that would result 
in the collection of a cube, if it involves one object landing on another, causes the moving object 
(whether a cube or ship) to slide to the next empty space.

SPECIAL ACT ION:  ENERGY  SIPHON

The Pirate has a unique Special Action that can be optionally
utilized once per turn, after all movement is complete:
Energy Siphon.  If the Pirate ship is exactly two linear spaces
ahead of another ship, and no other object (ship or cube)
occupies the space between them, the Pirate may steal one
energy cube from that player’s Energy Supply.  A clear cube
can be siphoned for free.  A yellow cube can be siphoned for
the exchange of a clear cube (that is, the Pirate player must expend one of their own clear cubes in 
order to steal the yellow cube from the other player; it goes directly into their Energy Supply).  A red 
cube can be siphoned for the exchange of one yellow cube.  After paying the other player, place the 
siphoned cube in your Player Board’s “Siphoned Energy” box, on the space corresponding to their 
player color.  Congratulations: you are now the scum of the galaxy!

Cubes in your Siphoned Energy box cannot be spent, and don’t count as Victory Points at the end of 
the game.  Further, if a cube currently occupies a particular player’s color in your Siphoned box, you 
may not siphon another cube from that player until your Siphoned Energy box is offloaded (see 
below).

Though Energy Siphon can only be performed once per turn, performing Energy Siphon does not 
prohibit performing one or more other special actions on the same turn, either before or after Energy
Siphon.

SPECIAL POWER PROFILE :  SIPHON OFFLOAD

If you choose this profile, you do not power your ship at all for this turn, and move
only by gravity.  However, unlike the standard unpowered profile (which is also
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available to you), you do not receive a clear cube.  Rather, move all cubes in your Siphoned Energy 
box to your Energy Supply box.

SPECIAL RULE:  FREE F INAL OFFLOAD

After the Pirate player has taken their final turn of the game, an automatic, free Siphon Offload takes 
place; there is no need for the Pirate to choose the Siphon Offload profile (and thus drift) on their 
final turn.

SPECIAL RULE:  DEST RUCT ION

If your ship is destroyed, any cubes in your Siphoned box are returned to their respective original 
owners.  You do not lose the cubes in your Energy Supply, and you may Revive your ship as usual.

ST RAT EGY T IPS

ONE OR MAN Y SHIPS

Sometimes using a single ship to pull off a big, complex maneuver is the best way to snatch a high-
value energy cube.  Most of the time, however, there’s safety in numbers: try to cluster your ships as 
best as you can, so you can form different formations as your needs require.  Maintaining blockades 
and shield formations are always a good idea when possible, even if you don’t see an immediate use 
or need.  Ships can easily perish in Supernova because players failed to realize where a clear cube 
would land in the future; maintaining shields prevents this from throwing off your game.  Similarly, 
blockades limit all of your opponents’ movement options, and can make them vulnerable to laser 
blasts.  Even if you aren’t planning a laser blast, your blockade might provide the impetus for a third 
player’s action.

PHASE-BASED ST RATEGY

Different strategies are required for different phases of the game.  In general, at the very beginning 
of the game, if there are yellow cubes on the board, they will go to the fastest player to send a solo 
ship to the center.  In general, however, the spoils during the white phase are mostly clear cubes, 
which go to the players who manage to form and maintain collector fulcrums.  Storing up a lot of 
clear cubes during this phase can pay off handily in the later phases of the game.  Alternately, if 
everyone else is putting all of their energy into fulcrums, you may wish to swoop in and focus on the 
yellow cubes.  Red cubes are by far the most valuable in the game, and it is worth burning a lot of 
resources to get them when they appear in the yellow and red phases.  In the red phase, don’t be 
afraid to sacrifice ships to collect red cubes.  However, if you can’t get red cubes, it is often worth 
sacrificing a ship for a yellow cube during this final phase.
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T HINKING IN  SPIRALS

Supernova is a game of spiral geometry and orbital mechanics.  The key to mastering the game is to 
train yourself to think in spirals.  Here are some of the basic precepts of spiral geometry:

● Moving forward is also moving inward (and vice versa).

● Velocity increases as you approach the center.

● Speed can be regulated by moving inward and outward.
(Thus the order of maneuvers, and gravity vs. powered
movement, matters.  To move faster, jump to an inner
orbit before moving forward; to move slower, jump to an
outer orbit before moving forward.)

● The most efficient way to avoid the center is to move
outward rather than to move backward.

● Sometimes, when an object you want to reach is fairly
close, but behind you, moving around the star in a full
orbit is the fastest and most efficient way to reach it.
Work with gravity, not against it, and think in orbital
cycles rather than linear distance, and you will find that
many more maneuvers become possible.

● Anything moving centrifugally (away from the star) will invert these relationships.

Even though these basic principles are simple to grasp in the abstract, to become a master 
Supernova player you will need to organically incorporate them into your play in order to become 
fully aware of their possibilities.  And of course, that might, in some small way, change the way you 
view the world.
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